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Figure 1. 3D printed models with Tickers that label different components: (a) A user strums a Ticker, (b) a globe with labeled
continents, (c) an H2O molecule with labeled atoms, (d) a terrain map with labeled locations, and (e) three labeled animals.
ABSTRACT

Author Keywords

Three-dimensional models are important learning resources
for blind people. With advances in 3D printing, 3D models
are becoming more available. However, unlike visual or
tactile graphics, there is no standard accessible way to label
components in 3D models. We present a labeling toolkit
that enables users to add and access audio labels to 3D
printed models. The toolkit includes Tickers, small 3D
printed percussion instruments added to 3D models, and
Talker, a signal processing application that detects and
classifies Ticker sounds. To use the toolkit, a model
designer adds Tickers to a model using 3D modeling
software. A user then prints the model with Tickers and
records audio labels for each Ticker. Finally, users can
strum the Tickers and Talker will play the corresponding
labels. We evaluated Tickers and Talker with three models
in a study with nine blind participants. Our toolkit achieved
an accuracy of 93% across all participants and models. We
discuss design implications and future work for accessible
3D printed models.
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INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional models are important learning tools for
blind people. Visual illustrations (e.g., visualizations,
images and diagrams) are widely used in education to
represent information that cannot be conveyed by text
alone. Blind students can access graphical information with
tactile graphics and 3D models. 3D models are especially
useful in presenting complex information. Teachers of the
Visually Impaired (TVIs) encouraged blind students to use
3D models when studying abstract concepts like the
structure of molecules and the shape of human brains
[1,18], and students who studied with models tend to
perform better on exams [26].
With advances in 3D printing, 3D models are now more
available. Previously, the types of commercial 3D tactile
models were limited and were not always available. TVIs
had to make or modify models by themselves to meet
curriculum plans [26]. Nowadays, 3D printing technology
empowers teachers, friends, and family members to
produce 3D models for blind people. On Thingiverse.com,
an open-source online rapid prototyping sharing
community, there are thousands of tactile graphics and
models designed and distributed by friends and loved ones
of blind people [6]. Schools and institutions related to blind
education are using 3D printers to design and create tactile
models for educational purpose [8].

Although 3D printing has made tactile models more
available, the instructional power of these models is limited
due the lack of labels. Without accessible labels, a
knowledgeable sighted person must explain a model to a
student. In commercial 3D models such as globes, text is
added with standard inked labels that are inaccessible to
blind people. In tactile graphics, labels are commonly
represented in Braille, which is too bulky for many 3D
models and can only be read by less than forty percent of
the functionally blind population in the United States [22].
Also, since both visual information and texts are presented
in texture with Braille-sized dots, it could be hard to
distinguish Braille labels from the rest of the model [5,19].
Thus, blind people, especially those who don’t know
Braille, will have trouble understanding these models, and
rely on additional assistance from sighted people. Previous
work on accessible labels either focused on twodimensional graphics, or required additional electronics or
special equipment [3,13,16–18,31]. However, TVIs and
blind students can only get lasting benefits from labels that
are easy to make, easy to access, and cost-efficient.
To make labels accessible on 3D models, we designed a
labeling toolkit that includes Tickers and Talker. We took
advantage of acoustic principles and the internal structure
of 3D printed models, and created Tickers, small percussion
instruments that produce unique tones. Coupled with
Tickers, Talker allows blind people to access label
information by directly touching 3D printed models. To
access label information, a user places her phone on the
desk and strums a Ticker on the model to produce unique
sound (see Figure 1a). Talker captures the acoustic signal
with a microphone and classifies the signal to determine
which Ticker was strummed. The application then speaks
the corresponding label information. To add label
information to a model, a model designer adds different
Tickers to a 3D model and uses Talker to record label
information for each Ticker while strumming it.
Our long-term vision is to build an online community
where model designers can easily modify existing models
(i.e., add the Tickers) and train the application to identify
different labels with Talker. Blind users can print out
models at their home, and learn complex concepts with the
help of interactive models. In this paper, we present proofof-concept designs that will serve as a foundation for our
work towards this vision.
We evaluated our prototype toolkit with nine blind
participants. Our system achieved a mean accuracy of 93
percent in classifying labels across all participants. We
conclude with potential applications and future
improvements of our work.
In summary, our contributions are as follows:
1.

We demonstrate how to design and fabricate small
percussion instruments (i.e., Tickers) with
different acoustic properties. Future fabricated

2.

objects can use these small instruments to increase
interactivity.
In addition to our Ticker designs, we present
Talker, an application that supports easy-to-make,
easy-to-access audio labels. The system only
requires one microphone and simple modifications
to existing models.

RELATED WORK

Our work improves the accessibility of visualizations by
using interactive 3D printed models. To our knowledge, we
are the first to explore the accessible use of interactive 3D
printed models. Our work makes labels more accessible in
visualizations, further powers accessibility community with
novel fabrication techniques, and provides a new approach
to increase the interactivity of fabricated objects.
Labels in Accessible Visualizations

Accessible visualization tools are important resources for
blind people. One form of accessible visualizations are
tactile graphics. These can be produced with expensive
embossers that print raised dots and lines on special paper.
Beside tactile graphics, few tactile models are available on
the market [1,2]. When commercial accessible
visualizations are not available, TVIs often adopt Do-ItYourself (DIY) solutions. Even with simple handmade
models, blind students can significantly improve their
learning process [26]. Most alternative visualizations lack
accessible labels, which are important parts of
visualizations as they provide valuable information.
The accessibility community has explored several
accessible labeling methods. Baker et al. [3] embedded
audio labels into QR codes, which could be added on tactile
graphics. Blind users could access the audio labels by using
a QR code reader on a smartphone. Similarly, audio labels
could also be accessed with special pens and adhesive
coded labels [13]. However, these techniques would be
difficult to implement directly onto 3D models with
complex spatial structures. While most work focuses on
tactile graphics, there are only a few studies about tactile
models. Shen et al. [31] used a Kinect camera to identify
labels on 3D objects. This system could only identify
objects in a specific configuration with bullseye fiducials.
While these labeling methods had major limitations when
applied to 3D models, model designers can use our toolkit
to add labels almost anywhere on 3D printed models with
Tickers. Talker only requires a microphone, which is
available on smartphones and computers.
Fabrication for Accessibility

People with disabilities and their friends can use 3D
printing technology to design accessible tools [7], and
modify existing assistive technology products to meet their
own needs [12]. A study showed that assistive technology
designs were contributed by numerous makers in online
communities, and benefited people with disabilities [6].

Research on tactile models also benefits from rapid
prototyping technology. Brown et al. [5] developed
software that automatically generated tactile line graphs for
3D printing. Kane et al. [15] taught students how to analyze
and visualize Twitter data using Ruby programs, and used
3D printing technology to help blind students understand
their visualizations. McDonald et al. [21] made tactile aids
to make graphic design theory accessible to visually
impaired students with a laser cutter and 3D printer.

detect the structure of the connected tubes. This enabled
users to trigger interactive events by changing the structure
of the tubes. While these methods provide rich interactive
design opportunities with fabricated objects, they require
additional electronics and assembly, which make it harder
for TVIs and blind people to produce 3D models. Our
toolkit doesn’t require assembly and provides a low-cost
method to fabricate interactive devices.

While most projects focused on creating different models
and aids, a few explored accessible labels on 3D printed
models. Kolitsky [16] added audio labels to a 3D printed by
using an Arduino microcontroller and capacitance sensors.
In a different project, he made a tactile model with
conductive filament. The conductive part of the model had
to come in contact with an iPad’s touchscreen, so a user had
to attach the model onto a tablet. When a user touched a
conductive part of a model, the touchscreen would
recognize the touch and play an audio label [18]. None of
this work has been formally evaluated.

Eventually, we hope to foster an online community that
provides accessible models to blind people. We envision
that blind people will be able to access 3D printers in their
daily lives and print models easily. We will make our
labeling toolkit available so that model designers can easily
add accessible labels onto 3D models, and blind users can
download these labels along with the digital file
representing the 3D model.

Unlike previous work, our toolkit doesn’t rely on any
additional electronics or special materials, nor does it
require users to fix models to a device. Blind users will be
able to fully explore the models using our toolkit with fewer
limitations than other approaches.
Fabrication of Interactive Objects

Substantial work has explored how to make fabricated
objects more interactive. Embedding sensors inside 3D
printed objects is a common method to increase their
interactivity. Savage et al. [28] used an embedded camera
to turn hollow 3D printed models into interactive objects.
Hook et al. [11] demonstrated how to combine wireless
accelerometers and 3D printed objects to rapidly prototype
interaction designs. Several projects combined sensors with
internal pipes. Willis et al. [36] added optical pipes into 3D
printed objects to make them capable of sensing gestures
and displaying content. Savage et al. [29] illustrated the
design space with internal pipes in 3D printed objects, and
they developed a tool for making interactive models with
these pipes. In addition to pipes, Vázquez et al. [34]. added
pneumatic elements to fabricate controls that could be used
as both input and output devices
Researchers also explored new fabrication techniques to
support interactive designs. Peng et al. [23] developed a 3D
printer that could print soft objects with layered fabric, and
inserted different sensors to the soft objects to make them
more interactive. Ishiguro and Poupyrev [14] developed a
technique to produce 3D printed speakers, and created
several interactive applications with the speakers. Midas
[30] is a toolkit that fabricated custom capacitive touch
sensors, which could be sensed by a microcontroller.
Designers could define interaction events for the touch
sensors. Acoustruments [20] used a series of tubes to
connect the speaker and microphone of a smartphone,
which worked together as an ultrasonic scanner that could

OVERVIEW: TICKERS, TALKER, AND COMMUNITIES

We designed a toolkit to support accessible labels on 3D
models that can be used and shared through the online
community we described above (see Figure 2). The toolkit
includes Tickers and Talker. Tickers are a set of small 3D
printed percussion instruments that generate different
sounds when strummed. Talker is an application that
enables people to both add and access audio labels through
Tickers. Model designers can use Talker to record audio
labels on 3D models. Blind users can access these labels by
simply strumming the Tickers, and Talker will speak out
the corresponding audio labels for them.

Figure 2. With Tickers and Talker, model designers can add
Tickers to a model and train Talker to associate each Ticker
with an audio label. The digital model, along with the training
data, will be uploaded to an online community service. Blind
users can print interactive models from this service.

To make an accessible model, a designer adds Tickers to a
model and uses Talker to record audio labels and associate
them with each Ticker. A layperson can add Tickers to an
existing digital model by dragging our templates in any 3D
modeling software application. Once Tickers have been
added, the designer prints the physical model and uses
Talker to add label information. For each Ticker, the
designer strums the Ticker repeatedly, and then records an
audio label for it. Talker will associate the audio label with
the Ticker’s acoustic data. This strum sample collection
session usually takes less than a minute for each Ticker.
To access labels, a blind user prints the Tickered model and
downloads the label information into the Talker application

on his or her phone. The user can then strum a Ticker to
activate an audio label.
In the following sections, we describe our design process,
and define our guidelines and challenges. We then present
the final designs of Tickers and Talker.
DESIGN EXPLORATION

To design a labeling toolkit, we considered both the
technology and the user experience of the system, and how
these aspects could support one another in a user-centered
design process. We began with the need to use a
mainstream device (e.g., a smartphone) to add labels to 3D
printed models rather than special sensors that need to be
set up in a model.

Formative Studies and Design Challenges

We designed an initial prototype (Figure 3) that included
semi-sphere label location markers and a scaffold to hold a
mobile phone in a fixed position. The mobile phone
detected which marker the user was tapping based on the
acoustic signals captured by the microphone. The fixed
position of the phone in the model helped the system
classify activated labels, since all of the markers were
identical. The main difference between the markers was
their locations on the model. For a detailed illustration and
a quantitative analysis of this prototype, please see our
poster [32].

Design Guidelines

Based on our target populations of model designers and
blind model users, we established several design guidelines:
1.

2.

Labels should be easy to add. A model designer
still needs to spend nontrivial time to modify a
model. Although there are many 3D models
available online, we want to keep the modification
process simple. The fewer changes a model
designer has to make to ensure that the model is
accessible, the more available these accessible
models will become.
Labels should be easy to access. Blind users
should be able to retrieve label information easily.
The labels should not be confused with other
content. We need to design a unique form for
labels that blind users can easily locate and
identify. They should then be able to easily
activate the label.

With these guidelines in mind, we explored different
sensors that are commonly integrated into mobile phones.
Nowadays, most mobile phones have cameras, inertial
measurement units (IMUs), and microphones. We wanted
to find a sensor that could sense users’ touches while also
meeting our design guidelines, and ended up using the
microphone. It’s possible to identify users’ fingers and
access labels with the camera as well. However, since
mobile phones’ cameras have a limited field of view, using
a camera would either require a user to position the camera
right above the labels (as Baker et al. did [3]), or require the
model designers to put all labels in a limited area. We
considered using IMUs, but concluded that it would be hard
to classify different labels with noisy IMU data.
Microphones are cheap and essentially available
everywhere. Previous studies showed that when people
touch different parts of the same object, the sound they
produce from the touch will differ, and that microphones
would be sensitive enough to distinguish between the
different touch locations [35].

Figure 3. Our first prototype had three markers (red) showing
label locations and a scaffold (blue) supporting a mobile phone
that speaks the labels when the markers are tapped.

We conducted semi-structured interviews to learn about the
use of alternative visualization tools and collect feedback
about our prototype. We recruited five blind participants (4
female, 1 male) for a formative study. The participants’
ages ranged from 22 to 55 with a mean age of 33.2
(SD=12.8). All of them identified as blind. Four participants
knew Braille, but one didn’t use it on a regular basis. Three
participants knew Nemeth Braille but didn’t use it often. All
of the participants were smartphone users.
All participants had used some form of alternative
visualization tools during their education. They primarily
used models in classrooms, while some participants used
them when studying on their own at home. However, all of
the participants expressed dismay at the availability and
access to alternative tools. P3 said: “I didn’t use [alternative
tools], because they were not available back at that time.”
They all held high expectations about 3D printing, and
believed that it would make visualizations more accessible.
P1 stated: “[3D printing] is amazing. It can benefit a wide
range of blind people, from children to adults.”
Surprisingly, several participants who knew Braille
preferred to have a sighted person read labels in
visualizations, rather than reading Braille labels. They
explained that Braille changed the texture of the surface,
making it hard to distinguish between the model and the
labels. Second, Braille required a large surface area,
limiting the length of each label and the overall number of
labels that fit onto a model. Although abbreviations are
used to compensate for Braille’s bulkiness, P5 expressed
that she likes “having things labeled as much as possible”

and that “[an abbreviated label] doesn’t seem like enough
information.”
We proceeded by introducing our first prototype to our
participants and explained the idea of using a smartphone to
increase the accessibility of labels on 3D models. Since
participants joined our study at different development
stages, we presented them with our up-to-date prototype at
the end of the study and collected feedback to evaluate our
system and inform future design iterations.
For our earlier prototypes, a few participants seemed
confused about how to tap the markers, and pushed down
on the marker instead. Although this problem could have
been addressed by training the users, we learned that the
markers did not have clear affordances for tapping. A few
participants also found that some of the markers were
difficult to locate, as they weren’t sure whether the marker
was part of the model or not. These findings validated the
need to create markers that were easy to distinguish from
the rest of the model. Overall, despite some confusion, all
participants expressed their interests in using our interactive
models.
We identified two main design challenges after observing
how some participants interacted with our first prototype:
First, tapping sounds were not consistent across users.
Participants used different parts of their fingers to tap the
markers, which caused different acoustic features. Although
there were some studies about acoustic sensing, most of
them used personalized machine learning models, where the
end-user trained the acoustic sensing system [10,20,27]. In
our work, the person who trains the models (a model
designer) is not necessarily the same person who uses the
model. It’s important to keep sound consistent so different
users can access labels even though the model is trained by
one person.
Second, participants wanted to explore the models more
freely. Before accessing the label information, blind
participants spent time exploring models by holding them
with both hands. A scaffold with a fixed mobile phone
made this exploration process difficult.
THE DESIGN OF TICKERS

Considering the design challenges in our system, we
explored different auxiliary component designs. Our aim
was to find one solution that would be more accurate in
classifying labels while allowing users to explore the model
without having to affix the phone. To do this, we designed
markers with unique acoustics that were consistent across
all users, i.e., independent of the user’s touch behavior. We
applied basic acoustic theories to our designs.
Acoustic Signals and Percussion

The acoustic signals of musical instruments are complicated
and can be influenced by many factors. Percussion
instruments have unique musical tones that can be
distinguished from each other. A musical tone is

determined by its duration, loudness, pitch and timbre [24].
A musician can change the duration and loudness of a
musical tone when he plays the instrument at different
strengths, for instance by banging a drum with different
amounts of force. On the other hand, for an instrument like
a drum, the pitch and timbre is not so dependent on the
musician playing the instrument. Both pitch and timbre are
psychoacoustic terms and usually quantified with Fourier
Transform in signal analysis. Two properties affect the tone
of the sound: (1) the internal structure of instruments will
change the pitch and timbre; (2) sound changes along the
way it travels, and it depends on the distance and the
medium through which it propagates.
Structure Property: Internal Structure. We can alter the
pitch of an instrument by changing its enclosed air space
[25]. Most percussion instruments rely on the vibration of
air to create sound. When we change the enclosed air space,
we also change the patterns of air vibrations. One practical
example is that when we pour water to a glass, the pitch of
the sound will increase gradually.
Path Property: Sound Propagation Path. Sound is a type of
mechanical wave that propagates in air, fluid, or solid
media. Like all waves, it has constructive and destructive
interference over its path as it travels through space. Even
with the same sound source, different traveling paths will
make the perceived sound different at different locations
[4]. One extreme example of this is that when we dive into
water, the sounds we hear are different from what we would
hear above the water.
These two properties are related because sound travels
through an instrument’s body, which affects its acoustic
properties
Model Iteration

Before redesigning our markers, we needed to decide where
to put our microphone. On the one hand, we could get
steady signals with a fixed microphone according to the
Path Property. On the other hand, we wanted to enable
blind users to explore the model freely without trouble.
Thus, in our second prototype, we put the mobile phone on
the base of the model and made the scaffold into a phone
case (see Figure 4b). However, embedding a mobile phone
into a model made the model heavy and constrained
exploration. In our third prototype, there is no base required
and users could explore models easily. Model designers
only need to add different markers, and users can
experience the model without an added base.

Figure 4. (a) Our first prototype required a fixed mobile
phone propped in the scaffold. (b) The second prototype
included a case for a mobile phone. (c) The third prototype
didn’t require a fixed mobile phone; it could be placed on a
desk as the user held the model.

Figure 6. The structure of a Ticker.

Ticker Design and Formative Evaluation

Instead of adding a base, we improved our markers to get a
more consistent sound. We explored different markers to
find a design that can produce unique sounds across types
of markers, but consistent sounds across users for each type
of marker.
Tickers

We brainstormed marker designs with different lengths, cap
designs and sizes. We present ten of them in Figure 5. In
order to test different markers, we designed them as screws
so we can exchange them without reprinting a model. They
can also be printed in a model, so they don’t require any
assembly.
We tested these markers and chose the one named Ticker,
which has a hollow space and strong affordance (see Figure
6). A Ticker has a trigger, which is a curved surface. We
added a stopper to prevent users from breaking the Ticker
when strumming it. To strum a Ticker, a user pushes and
then releases the trigger. When the trigger goes back, the
striker hits the hollow space and generates a unique sound.
Changing the size and shape of the hollow space changes
the pitch of the produced sound.
We designed ten Tickers with different internal hollow
structures, as shown in Figure 7. From Ticker A to Ticker
G, we incrementally added 2mm of padding to the hollow
space. From Ticker H to Ticker J, we cut the padding
vertically in different ways. Strumming these Tickers
produced sounds that were distinct to our ears.

Figure 7. By varying the internal structure of a Ticker, we
created 10 Tickers with distinct acoustic properties.
Formative Evaluation

We conducted a study to explore whether our Tickers were
capable of creating different acoustic features using the
Structure and Path Properties.
To examine the two properties, we measured the acoustic
similarity between different Tickers in the same location
and the same Tickers in different locations. We created 12
Ticker-location combinations using the molecule model
shown in Figure 1c. We first inserted Tickers A-J into the
Oxygen atom (denoted as A-O to J-O), and then inserted
Ticker J into each Hydrogen atom (denoted as J-H1 and JH2). We tested the Structure Property by computing the
acoustic similarity between all pairs of Tickers that were
inserted in the same location (A-O to J-O), and tested the
Path Property by computing the acoustic similarity between
J-H1 and J-H2. In music, similarities between two samples is
often measured using the Euclidean distance between their
amplitude spectrum densities (ASD) [33]. A smaller
Euclidean distance means higher similarity. The ASD is the
energy distribution of signal over different frequencies, and
is calculated using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
We recruited five sighted participants (3 male, 2 female)
from our campus. The participants’ ages ranged from 21 to
28 with an average of 23.4 (SD=2.7). During the
experiment, we asked each participant to strum the Ticker
30 times for each of the 12 Ticker-location combinations.
We recorded samples using the bottom microphone of a
Nexus 5 smartphone at a 44.1 kHz sampling rate.

Figure 5. Ten markers with a quarter for scale. On the top left
is a Ticker.

We ran an offline similarity analysis with the recorded
samples. Each participant produced 360 samples. We
computed the ASD for each sample, and, for each
participant, computed the Euclidean distance between all
pairs of samples. We plotted the results in five confusion
matrices (see one example in Figure 8). Observing pairwise
comparisons of A-O to J-O, we found that different Tickers

had different tones, which accorded with the Structure
Property. Also, looking at pairwise comparisons for J-O, JH1 and J-H2, we found that the same Ticker could generate
different sounds when inserted in different locations, which
confirmed the Path Property. In sum, our Ticker designs
were effective because different Tickers had acoustically
distinct tones, especially when placing them in different
locations on a model.

lasts 0.1 seconds, it’s quite easy to filter out human voices
with the median filter when we set W to a relatively small
value. For a detailed analysis of the median filter, see [9].
We optimized the median filter algorithm so it can run
continuously on our computer and mobile devices.
We use the median filter to indicate the start of a strum, so
we send the following 0.1s of data to the RMS filter. RMS
filters delete short peaked noise (e.g., an accidental scratch
on a table). The RMS filter calculates the RMS of the
captured 0.1s signals. The RMS represents the energy of the
signal. The RMS filter deletes signals that have a RMS that
is below our threshold.
Signals Classification

We used the ASD components of a sample, which we
calculated with a FFT, as classification features. As noted
earlier, the ASD is the energy distribution of signal over
different frequencies. Our preliminary results showed that
high-frequency ASD components had a negative effect on
classification accuracy. Thus, we empirically chose a
frequency range of 0 Hz to 10000 Hz. At a sampling rate of
44.1kHz, this results in 1000 features for each 0.1s sample.

Figure 8. A matrix showing the similarity between Ticker
tones in a molecule model. Tones from different ticker types
and locations are relatively distinct, which is promising. In an
ideal situation, the center diagonal would be dark blue and the
rest of the matrix would be dark red.
THE DESIGN OF TALKER

We designed Talker, a signal processing application that
can make and access labels with Tickers. A model designer
can use Talker to record Ticker acoustic samples and
associate an audio label with each Ticker. Blind users can
access a label by strumming a Ticker three times.
Talker’s algorithms consist of two parts: (1) detecting the
signals of a strum from background noise and (2)
classifying the detected signals as one of the model’s
Tickers.
Strum Detection

Talker continuously captures and processes sound from a
microphone. When creating and accessing labels, users
strum the Tickers whenever they are ready, and Talker will
detect the strums from other sounds.
The first step in deciphering the user’s input is to detect
which part of the continuous signal corresponds to a strum.
Our system uses a median filter and a root mean square
(RMS) filter to filter out human voice and background
noise. The median filter is widely used in signal processing,
and proven to be effective in detecting impulsive sound
signals. A median filter continuously computes the median
of a moving window, and outputs results based on the
median. For a median filter with W-point moving windows,
the filter will significantly decrease the strength of pulses
whose duration is lower than W/2. Because a strum only

We used the three-nearest neighbor classifier, which
classifies signals based on the similarity between the signals
and samples. For each input signal, the algorithm computes
the Euclidean distance between the signal and each
recorded sample and finds the three closest samples to the
signal. Based on these three samples, the algorithms output
which Ticker was most likely strummed.
To make the detection process more robust, we require
users to strum a Ticker three times to activate it. The system
classifies each strum individually and outputs the final
result using majority rule. If at least two of the three strums
are classified as the same Ticker, Talker outputs the label
for that Ticker. If no Ticker satisfies the above condition,
the system doesn’t outputs anything and the user must try
again.
To record information, a user strums a Ticker 50 times and
then records the voice label with Talker. In our prototype,
the application associates and stores the data in arrays.
EVALUATION

Our system has two target user groups: designers who
create the models and add Tickers and blind users who
access labels. As the first step towards building an online
accessible model community, we focused on a blind user’s
ability to explore models and access labels. We wanted to
test how often our system spoke the expected label and
assess the overall user experience of perceiving a physical
3D model with label information.
Method
Apparatus

We built a prototype of Talker on a Nexus 5 and a Macbook
laptop. The mobile phone captured audio at a 44.1 kHz
sampling rate, and streamed audio signals to the laptop. The

laptop acted as a server and processed the data. We
programmed the server in Python, and used classification
algorithms from the scikit-learn library.

labels for the three models and (3) conducted a short user
experience interview to gather subjective feedback about
our labeling method.

We designed and printed four models, as shown in Figure 1.
We designed our models in SolidWorks and printed them
on a Makerbot 5th generation printer set to default settings
(15% infill, 0.2 mm layer height) with filaments from
Makerbot. The four models were:

During the first 15 minutes of each session, we taught
participants how to activate a label on a model. We began
by describing the shape of the Tickers, and explained how
to strum them. We then put a mobile phone with Talker
installed on a table next to the participant and handed her
the Globe model. We told her to strum each Ticker three
times to activate the corresponding voice label. After some
practice, participants were asked to activate each Ticker
once, and then repeat the process a minimum of eight times,
until they felt comfortable enough to activate Tickers
without our assistance.

1.

2.

3.
4.

Globe: A globe model (Figure 1b), we added audio
labels for “Asia,” “Africa,” and “America.” We
only used this model for teaching and training
purposes.
Molecule: A H2O model (Figure 1c). Since there
are two Hydrogen atoms in the model, we put a
small sticker on the surface of one atom so that the
researcher can differentiate it visually from the
other one. We added voice labels for “Oxygen,”
“Hydrogen,” and “Hydrogen with a sticker.”
Terrain: A terrain map (Figure 1d). We recorded
labels for “Mountain,” “River,” and “Plain.”
Animals: Three animal models (Figure 1e) with
three labels: “Dog,” “Deer,” and “Elephant.”

For each model, we used Ticker E, Ticker G, and Ticker I
as in our offline study. For each Ticker, a researcher
recorded 50 training samples and an audio label. Before
handing the model to a participant, the researcher indicated
which model was being used in the Talker prototype
application.
To facilitate testing and the studies, we printed the Tickers
and models separately and inserted the Tickers after
printing. In practice, users could print the models along
with the Tickers.
Participants

We conducted a user study with nine participants (5 male, 4
female), with ages ranging from 22 to 81 years, and an
average age of 38.4 (SD=18.5). Eight participants had at
least college degrees, and one participant had high school
degree. All participants were legally blind. One identified
as low vision, while the remaining identified as being blind.
Most participants were familiar with Braille. Seven
participants knew Braille but three of them didn’t use
Braille regularly. Three participants had used Nemeth
Braille before. However, most participants did not have
much experience with tactile graphics or tactile models and
none of them had used them recently. Eight participants
owned iPhones. Five of them participated in our formative
studies. We compensated participants with 15 USD per
hour, and reimbursed them for transportation expenses up
to 60 USD.
Procedure

The study consisted of one session that was approximately
60 minutes long. After introducing the project to a
participant, we (1) taught her how to activate labels by
strumming a Ticker, (2) asked her to repeatedly activate

After practicing activating labels on the Globe model, we
asked each participant to access labels on the Molecule,
Terrain, and Animals model for our formal evaluation. We
presented our participants with one model at a time, asked
them to explore the model, and then activate each Ticker on
that model once. We then repeated this process for a total of
eight rounds per model, such that each Ticker was activated
eight times. Participants took a break after exploring each
model. We counterbalanced the order of the models across
users with a Latin Triangle.
We conducted a short interview to collect subjective
feedback from our participants. We asked them to rate nine
statements (S1 – S9) on a scale from 1-7, where 1 was
strongly disagree and 7 was strongly agree:
S1: I would like to use this system.
S2: The system is easy to use.
S3: I would need the support of a sighted person to be
able to access labels.
S4: I would imagine that most people would learn to
use this system very quickly.
S5: The system is very cumbersome to use.
S6: I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get
along with this system.
S7: It’s hard to identify the markers (Tickers) on the
models.
S8: It’s easy to strum the markers (Tickers).
S9: The models were hard to understand because of
the markers.
We mixed positive and negative statements intentionally to
reduce acquiescence and extreme response biases. We also
asked participants to explain the reasons behind their
scores.
Design and Analysis

The study was a within-subjects design. For each
participant, they activated 72 (3×3×8) Tickers in total. We
recorded which Ticker a participant tried to activate, and
the result of the audio label. To assess the performance of
our system, we analyzed its classification results using
descriptive statistics. We also transcribed participants’
comments and identified common themes.

Results
Accuracy

Our system achieved a mean accuracy of 93 percent
(SD=0.04) in classifying activated labels across all
participants. All participants achieved a mean accuracy of
at least 88 percent for three models, as shown in Figure 9.
One participant, P3, achieved the highest accuracy at 100
percent. Meanwhile, P4 and P9 had the lowest accuracy
with a mean of 88 percent. Both of them were female and
had long fingernails, which may have affected the acoustics
of their strums, although further research would be needed
to confirm this. Our oldest participant, P2, who was 82
years old and completely blind, managed to complete our
study and achieved a mean accuracy of 90 percent.

Figure 9. Mean accuracies for each participant and each
model. Higher values are better.

When evaluating the performance of each of the models, we
found that Terrain was the most stable and accurate across
all participants, while Molecule and Animals models didn’t
work well for some participants. In Figure 10, we see that
Tickers on the Molecule and Animals models were
confusing. This was especially the case for the “Hydrogen
1” and “Hydrogen 2” Tickers on the Molecule model and
all of the Tickers on the Animals model.
Subjective Feedback

We present the mean scores and standard deviation of
scores for each of the nine statements (S1 - S9) in Figure
11. In general, all participants were positive about our

system. However, three participants (P2, P3, and P6) felt
the system was not easy to use (relatively negative scores
for S1 and S5). They were not entirely content with Tickers
and expressed a desire to improve them by making them
smaller and easier to strum (less stiff). P2, the 82-year-old
participant, explained, “because it’s important to know how
to aim it, how to strum [it].” P6 also said it was difficult to
strum the Tickers (low score for S8) and attributed this to
the “discomfort of the markers [Tickers].”

Figure 11. Mean scores for subjective statements. 1 stands for
strongly disagree and 7 stands for strongly agree. Error bars
represent ±1 standard deviation. For positive statements (blue;
S1, S2, S4, S8), higher values are better. For negative
statements (yellow; S3, S5, S6, S7, S9), lower values are better.

When asked whether and how they would like to use our
interactive models, several participants noted that our
interactive models would be suitable for educational
purposes. The participants also said they wish they had a
system like ours to help them learn new concepts. P4 said,
“If I went back to school, I would be very excited [about
your interactive models].”
Most participants were confident about being able to
distinguish Tickers from the rest of the model. However,
P3, P5, and P7 were concerned about mistaking Tickers
with other elements, such as mountains on Terrain because
they felt that the current size of the Tickers changed the

Figure 10. The mean accuracy of the three models and misclassification rates for each of their Tickers. Nine participants
activated each Ticker, producing a total of 72 data points. Tickers on the Molecule and Animals models were confused more
frequently than Tickers on the Terrain model.

overall topography of the model. P3 explained that her low
score for S7 (hard to identify Tickers) was “only because of
the terrain map model, [the other models were] fine.”
Reflecting on different possible models, P5 pointed out that
using our system “could go either way, it will depend on the
model itself.” He explained that Tickers were distinct in the
Animals model, but could be confused with elements in the
Terrain model.
Discussion and Future Work

Overall, our system achieved promising results. With only
50 training samples for each Ticker, we achieved label
classification accuracies that ranged from 79% to 100% for
each of our nine participants and three models. The Terrain
model achieved an accuracy of 97% across all participants.
Users were able to explore the models effectively and they
were excited about having labeled 3D printed models.
We observed that participants learned how to use our
system quickly, and were able to locate and activate Tickers
with ease. When we handed participants a new model, they
strummed each of the Tickers within about 20 seconds. It
only took about two seconds to activate a single Ticker and
access an audio label.
We think labels were sometimes misclassified because of
the physical configuration of the models. In the Molecule
model, the Tickers for labels “Hydrogen 1” and “Hydrogen
2” were confused by the system because of the symmetrical
structure of the water molecule. In the Animals model, each
animal had a similar body shape. Thus, the Path Property
was not applicable in these cases. The other models had
irregular shapes, so, following the Path Property, their
Tickers produced more distinct tones.
According to our results, the effect of the Structure Property
on acoustic features was not as strong as the Path Property,
especially in the cases of Molecule and Animals models.
Both the Animals model and the Molecule model were
quite small, so users easily influenced the Tickers tones on
them. Even though each Ticker generated a somewhat
distinct sound, the way users held the models and the way
they strummed the Tickers modified the sound, varying it
across different trials. The acoustic features of our Tickers
were not distinct enough to fully take advantage of the
Structure Property.
In the future, we will examine models with more Tickers.
The number of Tickers in one model is limited by the user’s
tolerance for error, since adding Tickers will inevitably
reduce classification accuracy. The relationship between the
number of Tickers and accuracy depends on many factors:
the types of Tickers, the model topology, and the signal
processing algorithms. Evaluating how blind users interact
with models with three Tickers was an important first step
to show the potential of the approach. Moving forward, we
can improve on the Tickers’ acoustic distinctness by
experimenting with different Ticker shaft designs. In the

meantime, we will also improve our algorithms by finding
more distinguishing classification features.
Although all participants were positive about using our
system, some suggested improvements to Tickers. Several
participants noted that they felt tired after using Tickers for
a long time. We will improve the physical structure of the
Tickers to make them easier to activate and make the shape
of the trigger more ergonomic. We also noticed that
participants confused Tickers with other elements. To
address this, we could embed Tickers in the model (i.e.,
expose only the Ticker trigger). However, this could
potentially make it harder for users to locate Tickers to
activate labels. We will keep these trade-offs in mind for
future iterations of Tickers. Another solution is adaptive
Tickers. We could develop Tickers with different shapes of
triggers, and designers can chose one type of Tickers to
avoid confusion.
Considering the promising results from our study, we
believe that Talker and Tickers can be applied in many use
cases, especially in education. Blind users could for
instance use our toolkit as a tangible notebook, where they
record their own audio labels for Tickers as a way of taking
notes. Users could also develop interactive self-test tools.
When a blind student activates a Ticker, the mobile phone
could speak a corresponding test question and evaluate the
student’s answer.
One limitation of our work is that we didn’t test our system
in real scenarios, such as in a classroom setting. Thus, we
didn’t report the performance of our signals detection
algorithms. Although no formal tests were performed, our
signal filters were quite robust during our user study (high
precision and recall). Labels were rarely falsely triggered
during user study sessions. Also, most triple strums
managed to triggered Talker. In the future, we will test our
system in classrooms and public spaces to examine its
performance in the field.
CONCLUSION

We presented Tickers and Talker, an accessible labeling
toolkit for 3D models. We applied acoustic properties to
create Tickers: small percussion instruments that generate
unique sounds when strummed. Talker is a signal
processing application that uses a microphone to sense and
classify Ticker sounds, and speaks the label corresponding
to the strummed Ticker. We evaluated the design of the
final prototypes. Our system showed promising results as it
achieved an overall mean accuracy of 93 percent in
classifying activated labels. Overall, all blind participants
reacted very positively to the system and were eager about
the idea of using it. Our work will inform the future design
of interactive 3D models to enhance accessibility.
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